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In a database system where the data is a collection of shared objects there can be 
concurrent access to the data by several transactions. Traditional concurrency-controls use a 
notion of conflict between pairs of operations (of which the transactions are composed) to 
ensure correctness. Herlihy has proposed the notion of a serial dependency relation over the 
set of operations to capture this idea of conflict. Since the smaller the conflict relation the 
more the concurrency, it is of interest to construct minimal serial dependency relations. In this 
paper, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a pair of operations to be related by a 
minimal serial dependency relation. However, we go on to show that, in general, the problem 
of constructing a minimal relation is undecidable. We also show that some approaches 
advocated for constructing serial dependency relations are not feasible in general. We then 
provide a sufficiency ondition for cases where the minimal relations are computable. © 1994 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a database system, where the data is a collection of shared objects. 
Assume that each object can be manipulated using a set of primitive operations, 
and let each transaction in the system be a sequence of primitive operations and 
local operations (local computat ions that do not access objects). Since transactions 
can execute concurrently, their execution has to be regulated for purposes of 
correctness (which is most cases is the serializability of transactions [3]). 
Tradit ional concurrency-control  protocols use a not ion of conflict between pairs of 
primitive operations to ensure correctness. Thus if an operation in a transaction T 
conflicts with an operation in transaction T', then T and T'  cannot execute 
concurrently (or one has to see the effect of the other). For instance, if we assume 
that the concurrency control is strict two-phase locking [-3], one of the transactions 
has to execute to completion (or abort) before the conflicting operation of the other 
transaction can be done. 
The original work on concurrency control assumed that a transaction is a 
sequence of read and write operations on records. In classical serializability theory, 
two operations on a data item conflict unless they are both reads. However, the 
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concurrency obtainable from this approach is rather estrictive, since the semantics 
of the application is not used in determining the conflict. Recent research as 
therefore focused on utilizing application semantics to yield greater concurrency 
[14, 6, 12, 5, 2, 8, 9, 11]. 
One of the important approaches to improving concurrency utilizes the semantics 
of the primitive operations from which transactions are constructed (as opposed to 
the conventional c assification of operations as reads or writes on records). With 
this semantic view, we can restrict the notion of conflict. For instance, two 
operations that commute do not conflict, even if they both update the same data 
item. Such properties have been formalized by Herlihy and Weihl, and the notion 
of conflict developed in [8, 9] is that of a serial dependency relation. A serial 
dependency relation (for each object) is defined over the set of primitive operations 
and is systematically designed using the semantics of these operations. The idea of 
serial dependency is seen to be very useful and has served to increase concurrency 
in several contexts, such as algorithms for managing replicated ata [8] and 
algorithms for single-copy pessimistic and optimistic oncurrency controls [11, 9]. 
The importance of this approach is that the proper construction of a serial 
dependency relation allows the concurrency available in the system to be utilized. 
The invalidated-by and failure-to-forward-commute relations are two proposals for 
constructing serial dependency relations. 
Suppose we are given two serial dependency relations Ra and R2 (over the same 
set of operations) uch that R1 is a subset of R2. Then there are at least two opera- 
tions ol and 02 such that (ol, o2) occurs in R2 but does not occur in R1. This means 
that Ol and 02 can execute concurrently in a system using R1 as the conflict relation 
but not in a system using R2. The smaller the conflict relation, the fewer conflicts 
there are between operations and, hence, the "more concurrency. It is therefore of 
interest o construct a minimal serial dependency relation for each object. (It is 
important o note that there need not be a unique minimal serial dependency 
relation for an object [8J--between two minimal relations, which one provides 
"more" concurrency is dependent on the frequency of occurrence of the operations 
that do not conflict in each.) This paper discusses the issue of contructively deriving 
a minimal relation. The highlights of the paper are as follows: 
1. We provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a pair of operations to 
be related by a minimal serial dependency relation. Thus we give a simple physical 
characterization f a minimal serial dependency relation, in terms of histories of 
operations with certain properties. 
2. We also show the following negative results in the general case: 
(a) There exists no algorithm to derive any minimal serial dependency 
relation for an object. 
(b) There exists no algorithm to determine if a given relation over the set 
of operations i a serial dependency relation or not. 
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(c) There exists no algorithm to derive a relation that satisfies either the 
invalidated-by or the failure-to-forward-commute relations. 
3. We then present a sufficiency condition for cases when a minimal 
dependency relation is computable. 
The paper is organized in the following fashion. We provide the preliminary 
definitions in Section 2. Section 3 gives the definition of the minimal relation, and 
the undecidability results are presented in Section 4. The sufficiency condition is 
then provided in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The data is encapsulated into objects [9]. Each object has a type, which defines 
a (possibly infinite) set of allowable values and a finite set of primitive operations, 
O, that are the only means of manipulating objects of that type. An operation is 
characterized by an invocation and a response. The invocation includes the opera- 
tion name (op) and the arguments (arg) to the operation. The response comprises 
results (res), and a termination condition (term), such as ok( ) indication normal 
termination, or no( ) indicating that the requested operation is not possible. Thus 
an operation is written as op(arg*)/term(res*). 
EXAMPLE 1. A queue of positive integers can be represented by an object of type 
Queue, whose value is a sequence of positive integers. The operations on Queue are: 
1. Enq(num)/ok(  ) : num is enqueued at the tail of the queue successfully. 
Precondition : none. 
2. Enq(num)/no(  ) :hum is not enqueued. Precondition: hum is not a 
positive integer. 
3. Deq( ) /ok (num) :  num is dequeued successfully from the queue. 
Precondition: num is at the head of the queue. 
4. Deq( ) /no(  ) :  Dequeue is unsuccessful. Precondition: The queue is 
empty. 
It is assumed that operations are executed atomically. The state of an object is 
described by an initial state(s) and a history of operations that are executed at it. 
The history depicts an interleaved sequence of the operations of transactions. Each 
object has a specification of the set of legal histories for that ojbect. (One approach 
to specify the legal histories is to model the object as a state machine, and to give 
pre- and post-conditions for the primitive operations. The description of the Queue 
given in Example 1 is an informal state-machine specification of the legal histories.) 
Define a sequence, s, of operations to be a subhistory (subsequence) of a history h 
if and only all the operations occurring in s occur in h in the same relative order. 
(The operations in s need not occur consecutively in h.) If s is a prefix of h, s is 
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called a prefix subhistory of h. Note that if a history h is legal, any prefix subhistory 
of h is also legal. A system is correct if and only if all histories produced at all 
objects are legal. 
In the rest of the paper, we assume, for simplicity, that there is a single object in 
the system, and that the object has a single initial state. The effect of any history 
h that we refer to is the effect of executing the operations of this history on the 
initial state. Since the presence of the initial state is implicit, we will henceforth not 
include it in our discussion. Let us now define the notion of a serial dependency 
relation formally [9]. Let h be a history, g a subhistory of h and C a binary conflict 
relation between operations. 
DEFINITION 1. g is a C-closed subhistory of h if and only if whenever g contains 
an operation q of h, it also contains every operation p that precedes q in h such that 
(q,p)eC. 
DEFINITION 2. A subhistory, g, of h is a C-view of h for q if and only if g is 
C-closed, and it includes every p in h such that (q, p) s C. 
Let • denote concatenation. 
DEFINITION 3. C is a serial dependency relation if and only if for all operations 
q and all legal histories g and h, such that g is a C-view of h for q, 
g • q is legal ~ h • q is legal. 
The above definition is easy to understand in the context of an optimistic 
concurrency control mechanism [9]. Assume that when a transaction T starts, it is 
given the latest history of committed transactions. The operations of T are then 
computed as an intentions list on the basis of this history. When T finishes all its 
operations, T is ready to commit, meaning that its intentions list of operations 
has to be appended to the current history of committed transactions. If no other 
transaction was executing concurrent ot T, then correctness i  preserved. However, 
assume that some other transaction T' was executing concurrent o T and 
committed before T. When T commits, the preceding history has changed, since the 
operations of T' have now been appended to what T saw. It is therefore possible 
that the results of the operations of T are no longer valid. To prevent his situation, 
a validation check has to be performed when T commits. This check ensures that 
transactions that committed after T started do not affect the results of T's 
operations. Intuitively in Definition 3, q corresponding to T, g corresponds to the 
history of committed operations that T saw when it started, and h corresponds to 
the history of committed operations when T is ready to commit. We can say that 
q can be concurrent to all the operations that occur in h but do not occur in g if 
Definition 3 holds. 
A serial dependency relation for the Queue data type described in Example 1 is 
given in Fig. 1. An X against he row for operation a and the column for operation 
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Enq(x' )/ok( ) Enq(x' )/no( ) Deq( ) /ok(x'  ) Deq( )/no( ) 
Enq(x)/ok( ) 
Enq(x)/no ( ) 
Deq()/ok(x) X Jr 
Deq( )No(  ) X 
FIG. i. Serial dependency relation for Queue. 
b indicates that (a, b) is in the relation. The column element corresponds to an 
operation that has already been done and (logically) placed in the history, and the 
row element is an operation that is requesting to be (logically) placed in the history. 
The concurrency control decides whether the requesting operation is valid based on 
the serial dependency relation and the active (uncommitted) operations that are 
concurrent to the requesting operation. 
For purpose of clarity, we explain how we arrived at the above relation. It is 
assumed that the queue is not bounded in length, so an enqueue can always be 
done successfully. Then, an Enq(x) /ok( )  and an Enq(x ' ) /ok ( )  can be 
concurrent with each other since they always return ok ( ) : a successful enqueue 
appended to any valid history always results in a valid history, irrespective of the 
operations concurrent with the enqueue. Thus any enqueue does not have to "see" 
(the effect of) any preceding enqueue in the final history. Similarly, an 
Enq(x) /ok(  ) need not see a Deq( ) /ok(x ' )  that precedes it in the history. 
A Deq( ) /ok(x ) ,  however, has to see all previous dequeues to preserve the 
constraint that all elements are dequeued at most once; i.e., two dequeue operations 
could dequeue the same element if they are concurrent with each other, and 
this is not legal. Thus (Deq( ) /ok (x ) ,  Deq( ) /ok (x ' ) )  is in the relation. 
We have assumed that enqueue operations can be concurrent with each other. 
Then a Deq( ) /ok(x )  would also have to see all previous enqueue operations 
(particularly concurrent operations that can occur earlier in the commit order than 
the dequeue). This is to ensure that only the element at the head of the queue is 
dequeued. If not, enqueued elements could be dequeued out of order. 
Observe that a Deq( ) /ok (x )  can be concurrent with an Enq(x '  ) /ok(  ) if 
x=x ' ,  although we have not indicated it here. In our model, for simplicity, we 
design the serial dependency relation without taking into account he values of the 
parameters (arguments and results) of the operations. None of our negative results 
would change even if these values were taken into consideration. 
DEFINITION 4. C is a minimal serial dependency relation if and only if there 
exists no serial dependency relation C' such that C 'c  C. 
From the brief outline of how we derived the relation for the Queue data type, 
it can be seen that each of the dependencies shown is necessary. Thus the relation 
is minimal. 
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3. AN ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION OF THE MINIMAL RELATION 
In this section, we translate Definition 4 to a simple physical characterization f 
a minimal serial dependency relation, where we provide necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a pair of operations to be related. This characterization is useful 
when proving our undecidability result. Furthermore, by using the definition, it is 
easy to verify that a given minimal relation is indeed minimal. 
We provide the intuition for our alternative definition by considering the 
invalidated-by relation. This relation has been proposed as a serial dependency 
relation in [ 11 ]: 
DEFINITION 5. For operations p and q in O, (q, p) ~ invalidated-by if and only if 
the following holds: There exist histories hi and h2 such that h, °p°h2 is legal, 
hi ° h 2 ° q is legal, but h~ °p ° h2 • q is illegal. 
Invalidated-by is not a minimal serial dependency relation, as seen in the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 2. We describe a TripleBuffer object which is an extension of the 
Doub leBuf fe r  object from [10]. A T r ip leBuf fe r  consists of two "producer" 
buffers, A and B, and a "consumer" buffer C. Each buffer contains exactly one bit. 
The object is initialized with zero in each buffer. The operations of T r ip leBuf fe r  
are: 
1. P roduce(a ,  b ) /ok( ) .  Write (bit) values a and b into A and B, 
respectively. Precondition: none. 
(2) Swap( ) /ok(0) .  Swap the values of B and O and return zero. 
Precondition: A and C have the same value. 
3. Swap( ) /ok(1) :  Swap the values of B and  C and return one. 
Precondition: A and C have different values. 
4. Consume ( ) /ok (c)  : Return the value of C. Precondition : c is the value of 
C. 
The invalidated-by relation for the Tr ip leBuf fe r  object is given in Fig. 2. 
Let c~, fi, and 7 denote the operations P roduce(  ) /ok ( ) ,  Swap( ) /ok ( ) ,  and 
Consume( ) /ok ( ) ,  respectively. The tuple (7, e) is present in the relation since 
there are histories hi and h2 such that hl.c~.h2 and hi oh2.7 is legal, but 
h I ° c~ ° h 2 ° 7 is illegal. (For instance, suppose the initial state is A = 0, B =0 and 
C=0. Let hi be null, a be Produce(0 ,  1 ) /ok(  ) and h2 be Swap( ) /ok(0) . )  
However, observe that 7 is invalidated by c~ only when there is a fi in h2 (since c~ 
updates A and B, and 7 reads C). The presence of (fl, e) in the relation ensures that 
the history seen by 7 will include all such invalidating e's. Thus the dependency 
(7, c~) is not required. 
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Produoe(a', b')/ok( ) Swap()/ok(x') Consume()/ok(y') 
Produce(a, b)/ok( ) 
Swap()/ok(x) X X 
Consume ( ) /ok (y )  X X 
FIG. 2. Invalidated-by relation for TripleBuffer. 
We define any minimal relation M in the flavor of invalidated-by, while taking 
into consideration the observation in Example 2. 
DEFINITION 6. For operations p and q in O, (q ,p )eM if and only if Condi- 
t ion MIN  holds: There exist histories hl and h2 and an operation r, where q 
occurs in h 2 • r, such that 
MIN.1. h~ .p°h2 and ha °h2. r  are legal, but h l -poh2- r  is not legal, and 
MIN.2. there is no operation s in h2 ° r such that s ~ q and (s, p )e  M. 
Observe that MIN.2 rules out the unnecessary dependency seen in Example 2. 
Particularly, the definition of M is self-referential in order that the existence of some 
pairs in the relation can preclude the existence of other pairs in the relation. To 
show that M defines a minimal dependency relation, we borrow a lemma from [9]. 
DEFINITION 7. Let g and h be legal histories, q an operation, and C a binary 
relation between operations, g is false C-view of h for q if and only if g is a C-view 
of h for q, g ° q is legal, but h • q is not. 
LEMMA 1. I f  C is not a serial dependency relation, then there exist legal histories 
g and h and an operation q such that g is a false C-view of h for q and there is exactly 
one operation in h that is not in g. 
Proof of Lemma 1. See [9]. | 
LEMMA 2. M is a minimal serial dependency relation. 
Proof of Lemma 2. First we show that M is a serial dependency relation. 
Suppose not. Then from Lemma 1, there exist legal histories g and h and an opera- 
tion q, such that g is a false M-view of h for q and there is exactly one operation 
in h that is not in g. Denote this missing operation by p. Let h = h 1 °p ° h2 and 
g=hl*h  2. Then from Definition 7, hloh2,  q is legal, but h l .p°h2 .q  is illegal. 
Furthermore, h = hi °p ° h2 is also legal by assumption. Consider the pair (q, p): 
1. MIN.1 is satisfied for p and q, if we substitute q for r. 
2. There is no s in h2 such that (s, p )e  M, since if there were, g would not be 
an M-closed subhistory of h (when we consider s), and we have assumed otherwise. 
Thus MIN.2 is also satisfied. 
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Thus (q, p)E  M. However, this means that g is not an M-view of h for q since g 
is not an M-closed subhistory of h (when we consider q). Thus M is a serial 
dependency relation. 
Assume now that M is not a minimal relation. Then there exists a serial 
dependency relation M '  such that M 'c  M, which implies that there exist opera- 
tions p and q such that (q, p )~ M, but (q, p )¢  M'.  F rom MIN.1 and the fact that 
(q, p )~ M, there exist histories hi and h2 and an operation r such that q is in ha ° r; 
ha °p ° h2 and h I ° h2 • r are legal, but hi °p ° h2 • r is illegal. From MIN.2, there 
exists no s (~  q) in h 2 ° r such that (s, p )~ M. Let h denote hi op • h2, and g denote 
hi °h2. Then g is an M'-view of h for r. Since g° r  is legal and M'  is a serial 
dependency relation, h ° r should also be legal. This is a contradiction, and thus M 
is minimal. | 
LEMMA 3. Consider a serial dependency relation M', and consider two operations 
q and p such that (q,p)~M'.  I f  M"=M' -{ (q ,p )}  is not a serial dependency 
relation, there exist legal histories h and g and an operation r such that g is a false 
M"-view of h for r, p and q both occur in that order in h • r, and the only operation 
in h that is not in g is p. 
Proof of Lemma 3. From Lemma 1, there exist legal histories g and h and an 
operation r such that g is a false M"-view of h for r and exactly one operation in 
h is not in g. 
We now show that p and q both occur in that order in h ° r, and the operation 
that is present in h but missing from g is p. Assume not. There are two cases: 
1. In h • r, either q does not occur or p does not occur beore q: Then g is an 
M'-view of h for r. In this case, h ° r has to be legal, which is a contradiction. 
2. p and q both occur in h ° r, but the missing operation is not p:  Here again 
g is an M'-view of h for r, and there is a contradiction. | 
LEMMA 4. I f  M'  is a minimal serial dependency relation, then for every pair of 
operations q and p such that (q, p) is in M', condition MIN  is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Assume that M '  is a minimal serial dependency relation 
such that there exist two operations q and p that do not satisfy condition MIN,  but 
(q,p)~M'.  Consider then the relation M'=M' -{ (q ,p )} .  This is not a serial 
dependency relation by assumption. Then from Lemma 3, there exist histories h and 
g and operation r' such that g is a false M"-view of h for r', p and q occur in that 
order in h • r, and the only operation in h that is not in g is p. So let h = hl °p ° h~ 
and g = h| • hl. Since g is a false M"-view of h for r', g ° r' is legal, but h • r' is not. 
Thus we have histories h| and h~ and operation r' such that q occurs in hl • r', and 
h'l°h'2or' is legal, h'lop°h'2 is legal, but h'lop°h'2°r' is not legal. Thus 
condition MIN.1 is satisfied for q and p. Condit ion MIN.2 is also satisfied since 
otherwise g cannot be an M"-view of h for r'. Therefore, condition MIN  is satisfied 
for q and p, which is a contradiction. | 
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THEOREM 1. A serial dependency relation C is minimal if and only if for any pair 
of operations q and p such that (q, p) ~ C, condition MIN  is satisfied. 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemmas 2 and 4. | 
4. UNDECIDABILITY RESULTS 
In this section, we discuss whether a minimal serial dependency relation can be 
derived. The statement of the minimal serial dependency relation problem (d/ /9~)  
is as follows: Given a finite set, O, of operations and a specif ica- 
tion of legal histories, to generate a minimal serial dependency 
relat ion between the operations. 
We now describe Post's correspondence problem (~c~)  [7]. Consider a finite 
alphabet A. Let J and K be equal-length lists of strings over A. Thus assume 
J= [Jl,J2, ...,J,,] and K= [ka, k2, ..., km]. The set {1, 2 ..... m} is called the index 
set of J and K. Consider a finite index list ia, i2 ..... in of integers from the index 
set (with repetitions permitted) and denote is as L. Construct the strings s j=  
Jil "Ji2 . . . . .  j~, and sx=k~l • k~2 . . . . .  k~. If ss=sK, J and K are said to match 
over L. 
~g~ is as follows: Given two list Y and K over the alphabet A, does 
there exist an index list L such that J and Kmatch  over L. 
It is well known that ~cg~ is undecidable [7]. We show that a minimal serial 
dependency relation cannot be generated algorithmically by reducing ~cg~ to an 
instance of d / /~ .  The intuition behind this undecidability result is as follows. For 
~cg~, one possible procedure to verify whether two lists, J and K, match over an 
index list is to enumerate longer and longer index lists until J and K match over 
the generated list. In the worst case, when there exists no match, index lists of 
unbounded length will have to be considered. A similar case exists with J / / /~ .  To 
determine whether two operations conflict (according to a given serial dependency 
relation definition), one might have to consider histories of unbounded length 
(especially when the operations do not actually conflict). 
THEOREM 2. It is not possible, in general, to determine algorithmically a minimal 
serial dependency relation for a given system. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that there exists an algorithm P that provides a 
minimal serial dependency relation, given the inputs: an operation set O and the 
specifications of the legal and illegal histories. 
We show a contradiction by reducing ~cg~ to an instance of J l~ .  We do this 
by constructing an object for which computing the minimal serial dependency 
relation implies solving ~q~.  Thus, suppose we are given two lists of strings J and 
K over some alphabet A with index set {1, 2 ..... m}. Now assume the following: 
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1. Consider the index set I of J and K. Let the set of operations O in the 
instance of J /¢~ be as follows. Let 0~= {oPi /ok(  ) [ i~I}, where each op; is a 
unique (dummy) invocation. Consider some (dummy) invocation that is not in Oz 
and label it Opm+l. Then O= Oxw {Opm+~/ok( ) } u {Opm+~/no( ) }. 
2. Denote [opm+~/ok(  ) ] by c~. If h is a history, consider the subsequence, 
s, of h restricted to operations in O1. h I I is obtained from s by replacing each 
operation op; with the index j. A history, h, is illegal if and only if 
(a) h contains at least one c~, and 
(b) if h = h' ° c~ • h", then J and K match over h' [ I. 
It can be seen that any prefix subhistory of a legal history is legal. Furthermore, 
note that since any history is finite, it is possible to check whether the history 
is illegal or not. It can therefore be decided within a finite time whether the 
termination condition of an Opm+l invocation is ok ( )  or no( )  (all other 
operations have ok ( ) termination condition). The object with operation set O is 
thus an implementable object, in the sense that given a history and an operation, 
the termination condition (and trivially the null result) of the operation can be 
determined in finite time. 
The proof of the theorem rests on the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5. Let M' be any minimal dependency relation of the given system. There 
exists an operation p in Or such that (c~, p) e M' if and only if J and K match over 
an index list. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Assume that for some p in Or, (cq p) is in M'. Then from 
Definition 6, there exist histories hi and h2 and operation r such that e occurs in 
h2 ° r; hl op ° h2  and hi ° h2 ° r are legal, but hi °p ° h2 • r is illegal. If h is the history 
preceding c~ in hi .p  • h 2 ° r, J and K match over h [ L 
Assume that J and K match over an index list. Consider the shortest index list 
l that J and K match over. Construct he history h from l by replacing each index 
/ in  l with [op i /ok (  )] .  Let h=hlop  and hz=null .  Then both hl°p°h2 and 
h~ • h2 ° c~ are legal, but h~ op ° h 2 ° e is not. Both MIN.1 and MIN.2 are satisfied for 
and p. Furthermore, if M '  is a serial dependency relation, (e, p) has to be in M '  
(for if (e,p)¢M',  let g=hl ,  h' =hi  °p. g is an M'-view ofh '  for ~, and we have that 
g • e is legal but h' ° e is illegal). Thus if J and K match over an index list, there 
exists p e Or such that (e, p) e M'. ] 
Let the above instance of J / /N~ be given as input to P. Then for any p in Or, 
if (c~,p) is in the minimal serial dependency relation produced by P, there is a 
match between J and K over some index list. If not, there is no index list over which 
J and K match. This is a contradiction since ~cg~ is undecidable. | 
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We have thus showed that a minimal relation cannot be computed construc- 
tively. The interesting point about the object we exhibit in the proof is that, even 
though the object is implementable, it is undecidable whether the object has a 
"maximally concurrent" implementation. 
Let us now examine the notion of serial dependency relations (not necessarily 
minimal). Any relation over the set of operations of an object need not be a serial 
dependency relation. However, it is not even possible, in general, to find out 
whether a relation over the set of operations is a serial dependency relation. Let 
5e~ be the following problem: Given  a re la t ion  over  the set O, to 
determine  whether  it is a ser ia l  dependency  re la t ion  or not. 
THEOREM 3. It is not possible, in general, to determine algorithmically whether a 
relation over the set 0 is a serial dependency relation or not. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We reduce J/{@~. to an instance of 5a~ in the following 
fashion due to Definition 4: Assume there exists an algorithm P that can solve 
5e~.  Consider all possible binary relations over the set O. There are a finite 
number of relations, since the set, O, is finite. Determine which of these relations 
is a serial dependency relation by using P. It is now possible to find out which of 
these serial dependency relations is a minimal relation by using Definition 4. From 
Theorem 2, this is not possible. | 
In the light of Theorem 3, the invalidated-by relation is known to be a serial 
dependency relation. We now define failure-to-forward-commute [15], which is 
another serial dependency relation. 
DEFINITION 8. Two histories h and h' are equivalent if for all histories g, h • g 
is legal if and only if h' ° g is legal. 
DEFINITION 9. Given two operations, p and q, (q,p)Efailure-to-forward- 
commute if and only if there exists a history h such that h • q and h°p  are legal, 
but either h .p  ° q is illegal, or h ° q op is illegal, or h .p  • q and h • q *p are not 
equivalent. 
We have already showed that invalidated-by is not minimal; failure-to-forward- 
commute is also not minimal: two Enq operations fail to commute, whereas 
(Enq(x) /ok( ) ,  Enq(x ' ) /ok ) )  is not in the minimal relation for Queue. 
Nevertheless, by using the same reduction from ¢~cg~ as in the proof of Theorem 2, 
we can show that, in the general case, even these relations cannot be computed 
algorithmically. 
THEOREM 4. It is not possible, in general, to determine algorithmically an 
invalidated-by or a failure-to-forward-commute dependency relation for a given 
system. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
Even though we do not discuss them here, there exist other semantics-based 
conflict relations like recoverability [ 1] and failure-to-backward-commute [ 15], 
which are not serial dependency relations. It can be shown that the problem of 
constructing them is also undecidable (using the same reduction from NcgN). 
Observe that in some examples like the Queue data type described above, it is 
indeed possible to determine minimal serial dependency relations. We discuss here 
cases in which a minimal relation can be obtained. 
Consider a minimal relation, M, and operations q and p such that (q, p) is in M. 
(q,p) is in M since there are histories hi and h2, and an operation r such that 
condition MIN is satisfied. We then say that (q,p) is generated by r, hi, and h2. 
Consider the following property for an object, which we will call Property rig: 
There exist finite integers nl and n 2 such that if (q,p) is 
generated by r, hi, and h2, there exist histories h~ and hl and 
operation r' such that 
M.I. (q,p) is generated by r', hi, and hl, and 
M.2. ]h]l~<nl and Ih~[~<n2. 
If Property d/l is true for an object, we can enumerate all histories of length up 
to nl + n2 + 2 and attempt o find a minimal relation. However, we have neglected 
the actual parameters (arguments/results) of the operations until now. If the 
domain of parameters i infinite, enumerating all histories of operations with all 
possible parameters i  infeasible. Consider therefore property J/t', which is property 
J/l with M. 1 replaced by M. 1' . 
M.I'. (q,p) is generated by r', h~, and hl, such that the 
parameters of the operations in h'1.p.h'2.r' are from a finite 
domain Dom. 
The highlight of this section is the following sufficiency test for determining 
minimal dependency relations: If property J{'  holds for an object, we can 
determine the minimal serial dependency relation(s) by enumerating all histories of 
length at most nl + n2 + 2, where the parameters of the operations are from Dora. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the Queue data type of Example 1, with an empty queue 
as the initial state. We can show by case analysis that Property J/l' holds. 
We consider, in each case, two operations q and p and assume that (q, p) is in 
M. Thus we assume that there are histories hi and h2 and operation r such (q, p) 
is generated by r, hi, and h2. Our objective is to exhibit he appropriate hi, hl, and 
r', as described in Property J¢/'. Here we do not present the case analysis 
exhaustively, but we look at some important instances. 
Let us label gnq(x ) /0k(  ) and Deq( ) /ok (x '  ) as E and D, respectively (the 
arguments and results are not of interest). We consider only cases in which p and 
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q can be either E or D and assume that r = D (if r = E, it is not possible that 
hi • h2 ° r and hi °p ° h2 are legal, but hi °p ° h2 ° r is illegal). We first exhibit hi, hl, 
and r' in terms of E and D. Note that in all the cases our construction is such that 
hl ° r' contains only operations that were in h2 • r (this is so that if MIN.2 was true 
with q, r, and h2, it is also true with q, r', and hl). We then give particular instances 
of the histories where the parameters of the operations are from a finite domain 
Dom= {1,2}. 
1. p=E,  q=E, r=D. In this case, since hl°h2. r  is legal and hl°p°h2°r  is 
illegal, r dequeues an element enqueued by an operation p'  (can be q) in h 2. Then 
let h~ = null, h'2 =p' = E and r' = D. More specifically, p can be Enq ( 2 ) /ok  ( ) ,  hl 
can be Enq(1) /ok( ) ,  and r' can be Deq( ) /ok ( l ) .  Thus (q,p) is generated by 
r', h~, and hl, and the parameters are in Dora. 
2. p = E, q = D, r = D. Here, either q and r coincide, or q and r are different. 
However, in both cases, since h~oh2°r is legal and h~°p°h2°r is illegal, r 
dequeues an element hat is enqueued by an operation p'  in in h 2. Let hl = null, 
h'2=p'=E, and r '=D (=q).  p can be Enq(2) /ok( ) ,  hl can be Enq(1) /ok( ) ,  
and r' can be Deq( ) /ok ( l ) .  
3. p=D,  q=D, r=D. In this case, let h'l =E, h'2=null and r '=D (=q).  hi 
can be Enq(1) /ok( ) ,  p can be Deq( ) /ok ( l ) ,  and r' can be Deq( ) /ok ( l ) .  
4. p=D,  q=E,  r=D. Here, let h]=E, h'2=E, r '=D. h', can be 
Enq(1) /ok( ) ,  p can Deq( ) /ok ( l ) ,  hl can be Enq(2) /ok( ) ,  and r' can be 
Deq( ) /ok ( l ) .  
The other cases are done in a similar fashion. Thus we show that property J/Y' 
holds for Queue with n~ = 1, n2 = 1, and a domain of two elements. If we enumerate 
all histories of length 4 with the parameters of the operations taken from { 1, 2 }, the 
minimal serial dependency relation can be computed very easily using Definition 6. 
Observe that in the analysis above, we had to consider all possible pairs for p and 
q, even though eventually a particular (q,p) may not be in the minimal relation 
(Case 4). 
Now consider an Account data type, where the data is the balance in a 
bank account, and the operations on the data are Cred i t ($x) /ok( ) ,  
Deb i t ($x) /ok(  ) and Deb i t ($x) /overdrawn( ) .  In the case of Account, it 
can be shown that with the initial state having a zero balance, n~ = 1, n2 = 0, and 
Dora has three elements. The minimal relation for Account, which is computable, 
has only the following dependencies: (Deb i t ($x) /ok( ) ,  Deb i t ($x '  ) /ok ( ) )  
and (Debit ($x)/overdrawn(), Credit($x' )/ok()). 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have provided a simple characterization of the minimal serial 
dependency relation of an object. Although we show that constructing a minimal 
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serial dependency relation is undecidable,this characterization shows directly how 
one may verify that a given minimal relation is indeed minimal. We have also 
provided a sufficiency test for cases in which minimal dependency relations 
are computable. It is clear that some of the existing notions of serial dependency 
relations are not useful in general since they are not computable. Developing 
computable non-trivial dependency relations that utilize the semantics of the 
operations i  an important topic for research. 
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